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Abstract 
Parallel data are an important part of a reliable Statistical Machine Translation (SMT) system. The more of these data are available, the 
better the quality of the SMT system. However, for some language pairs such as Persian-English, parallel sources of this kind are scarce. 
In this paper, a bidirectional method is proposed to extract parallel sentences from English and Persian document aligned Wikipedia. 
Two machine translation systems are employed to translate from Persian to English and the reverse after which an IR system is used to 
measure the similarity of the translated sentences. Adding the extracted sentences to the training data of the existing SMT systems is 
shown to improve the quality of the translation. Furthermore, the proposed method slightly outperforms the one-directional approach. 
The extracted corpus consists of about 200,000 sentences which have been sorted by their degree of similarity calculated by the IR 
system and is freely available for public access on the Web1. 
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1. Introduction 
Due to the abundance of data on the Internet, statistical 
machine translation (SMT) has gained more popularity. In 
order to build an SMT system, parallel corpora are of high 
importance. These parallel resources which have been 
aligned on the sentence level in two languages (source and 
target), are used in the training phase of the SMT system. 
Therefore, the larger the parallel corpora are, the better the 
performance of the SMT system is. However, for some 
language pairs such as Persian-English not much data of 
this type is available. This lack of parallel data has led 
researchers to make use of other available data called 
comparable corpora which contain a mixture of parallel and 
partially parallel sentences. They can be given a certain 
degree of comparability which ranges from lowly 
comparable to highly comparable (Li and Gaussier, 2010). 
Research shows that using these corpora can help improve 
the performance of the SMT system. 
There are several sources such as news articles, company 
manuals, Wikipedia articles, and so forth which can be 
considered as comparable corpora.  In this work, our aim is 
to extract parallel sentences for Persian-English language 
pair from Wikipedia documents using a new approach to 
improve the Persian-English SMT system. 
Our method consists of two main parts: translation and 
information retrieval. For the translation part (Persian to 
English and English to Persian), we employed Moses 
Toolkit developed by Koehn et al., (2007) which is an 
open-source toolkit developed for phrase-based translation 
and for the IR step we utilized the Lucene IR system2. 
Lucene has been designed to work with queries which are 
fed into the system one by one and the results shown by the 
IR system for a query are numbers representing the degree  
of the documents’ relevance to the query. To compute the 
similarity of two sentences, Lucene’s original source code  
was modified so that the queries could be read from a text 
file and the most relevant sentences from another file could 
be given as the result of each query by the IR system. To 
carry out our experiments, we needed documents in Persian  
                                                          
1 https://iasbs.ac.ir/~ansari/nlp/pepc.html 
2 https://lucene.apache.org 
3 http://linguatools.org 
and English whose topics were the same. Therefore, we 
downloaded the document aligned Persian-English 
Wikipedia from Linguatools3. It is an XML file that 
contains the English documents for each of which there is 
a Persian entry. There are 363183 document pairs in this 
file. 
The rest of the paper is as follows: In Section 2, a review 
of some of the related work is presented. Section 3 is 
dedicated to describing our method. Then, a detailed 
explanation of our experiments and their results is given in 
Section 4 and the final section concludes the paper. 
2. Related Work 
There have been several papers written on the use of 
comparable corpora. Due to the lack of enough parallel data 
for many language pairs, some have also proposed using 
English as a pivot language to extract parallel resources and 
for translation purposes. 
Resnik et al., (2003), working on web pages, use STRAND, 
which is their structural filtering system, to recognize 
parallel pairs. In order to do so, they specify a set of pair-
specific values and experiment on English-Chinese corpus, 
reporting precision and recall of 98 percent and 61 percent, 
respectively.  
Koehn et al., (2005) extract parallel texts for 11 languages 
from the proceedings of the European Parliament to be used 
as the training data for building SMT systems. Smith et al., 
(2010) work on the document level aligned Wikipedia data 
for three language pairs, Spanish-English, Bulgarian-
English, and German-English, and using Hidden Markov 
Model for word alignment, they extract parallel sentences 
for the aforementioned language pairs and build improved 
SMT systems. 
Using a very small parallel corpus which contains only 100 
thousand words and a bilingual dictionary, Munteanu and 
Marcu (2005) train a maximum entropy classifier to extract 
parallel sentences from large comparable corpora. They 
work with Arabic-English and French-English language 
pairs to carry out their experiments. In another work 
(Munteanu and Marcu, 2006), they extract sub-sentential 
fragments from non-parallel corpora that do not contain 
any parallelism on the sentence level. 
Stefanescu and Ion (2013) work on Wikipedia to extract 
parallel sentences for English-German, English-Romanian, 
and English-Spanish language pairs. In order to find the 
parallel sentences from the comparable documents for each 
language pair, they make use of LEXACC, a tool 
developed by ACCURAT project for extraction of parallel 
sentences. 
Do et al., (2010) propose a fully unsupervised method for 
parallel sentence extraction in which they build an SMT 
system using not parallel data but comparable data, and 
with this system, they translate the sentences from the 
source side of another comparable corpus to the target 
language. Then, they evaluate the translations by BLEU, 
NIST, and TER evaluation metrics, refeeding the ones that 
have been recognized as parallel into the SMT system and 
repeating the process. They claim that first few iterations 
of this process helps increase the number of parallel 
sentences resulting in improvements in the quality of the 
SMT system. In another work, using the aforementioned 
method and the English as the pivot language and a method 
called triangulation, Do et al., (2010) make an attempt to 
translate from Vietnamese to French. 
Ansari et al., (2017) work on Persian-Italian languages 
using English as the pivot language. Sentences from 
Persian and Italian are translated into English and 
compared with each other by a new similarity metric which 
is based on Normalized Google Distance (NGD).  
Linard et al., (2015) propose two approaches to bilingual 
lexicon extraction using English as the pivot language. One 
is to translate the source language to pivot and from that to 
the target language. The second approach is to translate 
both of the source and target languages into pivot language 
and then extract bilingual vocabulary. 
Bakhshaei et al., (2015) introduce a generative model based 
on LDA concept to extract fragments and show that the 
baseline system with the additional fragments perform 
better than the baseline system alone. 
Aker et al., (2013) use an SVM binary classifier for the 
extraction of bilingual terminology and they claim to have 
achieved an accuracy of 100% for the classifier. In another 
attempt to extract bilingual lexica, Seo et al., (2015) use 
self-organizing maps on comparable corpora for Korean-
French and Korean-Spanish language pairs. 
Using bootstrapping, Fung et al., (2004) work on very-non-
parallel corpora and present a method for parallel sentence 
extraction, claiming that their method is 50% more 
effective than the baseline system. In their work, after 
matching the documents and extracting some parallel 
sentences, they rematch them based on the number of 
extracted parallel sentences and then carry out 
bootstrapping. The reason why they do this is due to a 
principle that they call “find-one-get-more” which means 
that if a sentence pair can be found in a document, more 
sentences are likely to exist in the same documents. 
Rauf and Schwenk (2009, 2011) build an SMT system to 
translate one side of their bilingual corpus to be used as 
queries in an IR system to find their equivalents in the 
target language. To filter out the candidate sentences for 
each query, they use evaluation metrics such as word error 
rate (WER), translation error rate (TER), and translation 
error rate plus (TERp). They work with Arabic-English and 
French-English language pairs and report significant 
improvements in BLEU score. 
3. Our Approach 
When using a translation-based method to extract parallel 
sentences, the quality of the machine used for translation 
plays an important role. Since translating only one side of 
the corpus into another, which we call one-directional 
method, is not done flawlessly, it seems that if both sides 
were to be translated and used as queries, it would result in 
extracting better equivalents from the comparable corpus. 
We call this a bidirectional approach whose architecture is 
shown in Figure 1.  
 
 
Figure 1: The architecture of the proposed bidirectional 
method for parallel sentence extraction. 
 
As can be seen in the diagram, we first obtain the data from 
the Internet after which the data is translated in both 
directions and then parallel sentences are extracted from 
the candidate sentences found by Lucene IR system. Each 
of these steps is discussed in depth in the following 
sections. 
3.1 Data Preparation 
Wikipedia articles from which we want to extract parallel 
sentence have been made available by Linguatools website. 
The files are in XML file format containing all the 
documents in Wikipedia for many language pairs. The 
Persian-English corpus was downloaded for extracting 
parallel sentences. Since it is an XML file, it contains 
markup language, links, tables, figures, and so forth. 
Therefore, all the unnecessary characters in the file need to 
be removed first. This was carried out by writing a python 
script, and as a result, we obtained two plain texts 
containing only Persian and English sentences. In the 
process of obtaining plain texts from them, we ignored 
some documents and some sentences. If the number of 
sentences in a document was lower than 0.3 times the 
other’s, both documents were ignored. In addition, when 
choosing the sentences from the selected documents, the 
sentences with the length of lower than 8 words did not 
make it to the final plain texts. With these limitations, the 
English text contained about 1.4 million sentences and the 
Persian text one million sentences.  
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System
IR 
System
English Sentences 
with Multiple 
Candidates
Persian Sentences 
with Multiple 
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Apply Our Similarity Formula
Extracted Parallel Corpus
Documents Sentences 
English Persian English Persian 
363,183 363,183 9,933,618 1,789,632 
145,479 145,479 1,391,214 1,021,103 
 
Table 1: Number of documents and sentences, before (first 
row) and after (second row) preprocessing  
 
These two plain texts were translated by the initial SMT 
systems which were trained on Open Parallel Corpus 
(OPUS) (Lison and Tiedemann, 2016). 
3.2 Our Method 
Our method consists of two main steps: translation and 
extraction (information retrieval). In translation step we 
utilize a bidirectional translation approach to extracting 
parallel sentences from comparable corpora. Two SMT 
systems are built, one translating from Persian to English 
and another doing translation from English to Persian, 
using Moses translation toolkit. Then Lucene IR system is 
utilized to measure the similarity of sentence pairs. Two 
similarity scores for a sentence pair are produced by the IR 
system, one, 𝑆𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑛−𝑓𝑎, for the original Persian sentence 
and the sentence translated by English-Persian SMT system 
and another, 𝑆𝑖𝑚𝑓𝑎−𝑒𝑛, for the original English sentence 
and the one translated by Persian-English SMT system. 
Based on these two scores, we develop a formula to 
calculate one similarity score for each sentence pair which 
is as follows:  
𝐵𝑖𝑆𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑦 =  
𝛼
𝛼 + 𝑃𝑒𝑛𝑎𝑙𝑡𝑦
 ×  
𝛽 × 𝑆𝑖𝑚𝑓𝑎−𝑒𝑛 +  𝑆𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑛−𝑓𝑎
𝛽+1
              (1) 
The coefficient β in the formula represents the logarithm of 
relative translation quality of one machine against the 
other. Since the quality of the two SMT systems were 
different, we decided to assign them different weights in 
the formula. The quality of the Persian-English system, 
which is 19.78 by BLEU evaluation metric (Papineni et al., 
2002), is almost triple that of English-Persian system 
(7.80). However, assigning the weight 3 to Persian-English 
system against 1 to the other one would make English-
Persian system almost uninfluential in the process of 
parallel sentence extraction, hence the weight 1.5 as 
opposed to 1 which, relatively, are the logarithmic values 
of the qualities of the two SMT systems. In addition, we 
penalize the sentences that have more or less number of 
words than their translated equivalents. Therefore, the 
Penalty variable, which is the difference in the word 
number of the two sentences, makes the similarity score 
smaller when the difference is too large. The average 
number of words in each sentence in the corpus is α which 
in our experiments was 22. 
3.2.1 Translation 
Moses toolkit has been widely used for translation in recent 
years. Therefore, we chose this toolkit for translating our 
plain texts. The initial systems for translating Wikipedia 
articles were built on OPUS collection which is a parallel 
collection of movie subtitles in many languages and is 
available online for public access. The Persian-English 
corpus we downloaded consisted of more than 3.7 million 
sentences in both languages. Three and a half million 
sentences were used for training, 200 for tuning, and 
200,000 for testing. The BLEU scores of the baseline 
systems were 19.78 and 7.80 for Persian to English and 
English to Persian, respectively. To build the translation 
systems, the default settings for Giza++ and SRILM toolkit 
were used. 
3.2.2 Information Retrieval 
We employed Lucene IR system for extracting parallel 
sentences. Lucene is a java program which can be used for 
indexing all the documents in a directory and performing 
queries on the indexed files. The queries can consist of 
several words and the results shown by the IR system are 
the most relevant documents to a given query with a score 
representing the degree of their relevance. The formula 
with which Lucene measures the relevance of a document 
is based on term frequency and inverse document 
frequency. The documents are ranked with the most 
relevant as number one and the least relevant at the end. We 
made use of Lucene to measure the similarity of the 
translated sentences and the original ones. For each English 
sentence, 10 Persian candidate sentences were recognized 
with their similarity scores calculated by the IR system and 
the same was done for each Persian sentence. Then, using 
the score for each sentence pair in Formula 1, we chose the 
candidates that scored the highest. Also we allowed two 
candidates to be chosen for one sentence when it was 
possible. 
4. Experiments 
In this section, first some detailed information about the 
extracted corpus is given, and then the results of several 
experiments which were conducted on the extracted 
sentences are presented. 
In order to compare the bidirectional method with one-
directional method, both methods were implemented which 
resulted in the extraction of 158339 sentences by one-
directional method and 199936 sentences by bidirectional 
one. The extracted sentences have been sorted by their 
degree of similarity score calculated by the IR system and 
Formula 1. The produced scores were divided into 6 
intervals to determine the number of sentence pairs that 
belong to each interval. The result is presented in Figure 2. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2: The number of extracted sentences by each 
method with their similarity scores
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3.6 
On the eve of his execution he talked of suicide 
شکدوخ دصق زا وا مادعا هناتسآ ردی درک تبحص 
1.5 
Mycobacteria infect many different animals including birds rodents and reptiles 
میرتکابوکیاه سبیرای ح زایتاناو م هدولآ ار فلتخمی،دننک ناگدنزخ و ،ناگدنوج،ناگدنرپ هلمج زا 
1.0 
The two kinds of variables commonly used in Smalltalk are instance variables and temporary 
غتم عون ودیر غتم کاتلامسا رد هدش هدافتسا لومعمیاهری غتم و هنومنیاهری دنتسه تقوم 
0.9 
Hatem was born in Burbank California and grew up in Monterey Park California 
لاک کنبرب رد متهینرفیا ندبیا رتنام رد و دمآی لاک کراپینرفیا دش گرزب 
0.7 
Today their fragmented and partly degraded range extends from India in the west to China and Southeast 
Asia 
قاب هزورمای  هدنامیزهاگتس چ ات برغ رد دنه زا اهرببین سآ ویای قرش بونجی شکیهد تسا هدش 
0.5 
It is bordered to the north by the Gulf of Finland to the west by the Baltic Sea to the south by Latvia and 
to the east by Lake Peipus and Russia 
این رد هب برغ زا روشکیای تلابیک لخ هب لامش زا ویج م دنلانفیدسر قرش زرم وی سور اب نآیه و بونج زرمی نوتل اب نآی تسا کرتشم 
0.3 
The difficulty is getting enough data of the right kind to support the particular method 
راوشدی فاک تاعلاطا ندروآ تسدب ،راکدوخ همجرت راکی حص عون زایح ارب نآی تشپینابی شوری تسا صاخ 
0.1 
The role of the passive audience therefore has shifted since the birth of New Media and an ever-growing 
number of participatory users are taking advantage of the interactive opportunities especially on the 
Internet to create independent content 
لوتید شان اوتحم فرصم و تسا دشر لاح رد نانچمه اوتحمی ابوم دشر زایل اسو ویل دیرگ تسا شرتسگ و دشر لاح رد مه 
Table 2: A sample of extracted sentence pairs. In each entry, first sentence is an English sample and the 
second line is corresponding extracted Persian one 
By Looking at Figure 2, it can be observed that there are 
few sentence pairs with a higher similarity score than 0.4. 
They make up almost 10 percent of the corpus. Yet, these 
are the ones that contribute much to the performance of the 
systems built on this corpus (Figure 3). Although the 
contribution of the other 90 percent is small, it is still 
noticeable. In Table 2, a sample of sentences extracted by 
the proposed method is presented. 
We checked the quality of the extracted sentences in two 
ways: (1) by building an SMT system using only the 
extracted sentences (Figure 3) and (2) by building a 
baseline SMT system using 500,000 sentences from OPUS 
collection and then adding the extracted sentences to the 
baseline system (Table 3). In both ways, our method 
performed slightly better than one-directional method.  
To tune and test the SMT systems trained on the extracted 
sentences, we collected 200 sentences (ak-tune-200) for the 
tuning part and 1000 sentences (ak-test-1k) for testing. Five 
hundred sentences from the test collection are the ones 
translated by some colleagues of ours at an English 
institute. We collected the other 500 and also the 200 
sentences of the tuning collection from some websites 
which offered free parallel sentences. These sentences are  
all taken from paper abstracts. We proofread all of them 
one by one to make sure that they have been translated 
correctly and also made sure that none of them was taken 
from Wikipedia or movie subtitles. The language model 
was built by combining Wikipedia documents with OPUS 
collection.  
The first 100,000 sentences extracted by one-directional 
method have been named ‘one-directional-100k’ and the 
ones extracted by our method have been named 
‘Bidirectional-100k’. Because of the randomness hidden in 
the tuning phase of an SMT system, every time it is 
implemented, the result of the translation can be slightly 
different. In order to obtain more reliable results, we 
implemented the SMT systems 3 times for each test. 
Therefore, the BLEU scores shown in the Table 3 are the 
average of the three scores. 
In order to compare the quality of the extracted sentences 
with the OPUS collection, we built another system using 
3.5 million sentences from the OPUS collection. As can be 
seen in Table 3, its quality was lower than that of the system 
built by our extracted data although the number of 
sentences in OPUS3.5M was 35 times higher than that of 
ours. This can be attributed to the nature of the OPUS 
collection which is a collection of movie subtitles, making 
it unable to translate formal sentences with good quality. 
The number of sentences in the test set can also affect the 
BLEU score. To show this, we added 4000 more sentences 
to the test set and as is shown for the third test set in Table 
3, the BLEU score went up by almost 1.5 points. In addition 
to Persian-English SMT systems, experiments with 
English-Persian SMT systems were carried out whose 
results can be seen in Table 3. As can be seen, the trend for 
the latter is similar to the former, indicating that the 
proposed method outperforms the one-directional method 
in both directions.  
 
Test Sets Corpus 
BLEU 
Fa-En 
BLEU 
En-Fa 
ak-test-1k 
OPUS3.5M 6.08 1.57 
One-directional-100k 7.94 7.05 
Bidirectional-100k 8.39 7.58 
ak-test-1k 
+ 
OPUS1k 
OPUS500k 6.22 3.54 
OPUS500k +  
One-directional-100k 
9.92 7.86 
OPUS500k +  
Bidirectional-100k 
10.21 8.23 
ak-test-1k 
+ 
OPUS5k 
OPUS500k 9.11 5.26 
OPUS500k +  
One-directional-100k 
11.45 7.02 
OPUS500k +  
Bidirectional-100k 
11.70 7.30 
Table 3: Results of experiments with Persian-English 
and English-Persian SMT systems using 500k sentences 
of OPUS collection and 100k sentences of the extracted 
corpora by one-directional and bidirectional methods 
 
 
It is worth noting that if the number of sentences from 
OPUS collection in the test set increases, the quality of 
English-Persian system is not guaranteed to improve as is 
the case with our test sentences combined with 5000 
thousand sentences from OPUS. In this case, although the 
Persian-English system translates better than previous 
ones, the quality of English-Persian system drops. One way 
for this anomaly to be explained is by looking at the Persian 
side of our extracted corpus and that of OPUS corpus. Since 
the former is used for language modeling and is 
significantly different from the latter in terms of 
grammatical structure and the use of words, not to mention 
the inconsistencies prevalent in the typesetting of the 
OPUS collection, when more sentences from OPUS are 
added to the test set, the system’s quality deteriorates. This 
is not the case regarding Persian-English system due to the 
fact that English side contains less problematic typesetting.  
 
5. Conclusion 
Parallel corpora are an important part of a statistical 
machine translation system. However, there is a lack of 
such data available for everyone. In this paper, a 
bidirectional method to extract parallel sentences from 
Wikipedia documents was proposed. The documents were 
translated from Persian to English and also in the reverse 
direction in order to find equivalent sentences. 
Furthermore, a similarity score was proposed to choose the 
best equivalents. Several different experiments with 
Persian-English and English-Persian SMT systems were 
carried out to show the quality of the extracted corpus. It 
was shown that existing SMT systems performed better 
when the extracted sentences were added to the systems. It 
was also demonstrated that the corpus extracted by 
bidirectional method performs better than the corpus 
extracted by one-directional approach by approximately 
0.5 points in BLEU score. The sentences extracted by both 
methods have been made available online. As future work, 
instead of translating the documents by a statistical 
machine translation system, deep learning models such as 
word2vec, which are becoming more popular due to their 
high performance compared to statistical models, can be 
used for translation. 
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Figure 3: The performances of SMT systems built on various numbers of extracted sentences 
by both methods. Left: Persian-English system. Right: English-Persian system
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